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THERE ARE NO 
SILVER MEDALS FOR 
CYBERSECURITY
Cybercrime is running rampant. As a case in point, Check Point researchers have found nearly  
12 million new malware variants are being launched every month. Criminals have launched more 
new malware in the past 2 years than the previous 29 years combined. When any of this malware  
or other type of cyber-attack impacts your customers and shareholders, they won’t give your 
cybersecurity a silver medal for providing second-rate protection. In the fight against cybercrime, 
there is no second place. 

As a result, when choosing cybersecurity, it is important to evaluate conflicting claims and filter 
out the hype to avoid putting your organization at risk from the critical security shortcomings  
that independent testing labs and Check Point security researchers have uncovered in the  
marketplace. This report presents findings from independent test labs and industry analysts as 
well as instances from competitors’ documentation that show how industry-leading Check Point 
cybersecurity stays one step ahead of the hype being used to promote cybersecurity solutions.

For this study, we selected a sample of products from leading vendors in the cybersecurity industry 
to compare on several dimensions related to the effectiveness of the security they provide as well 
as factors related to business effectiveness such as ease of use and total cost of ownership (TCO). 
The vendors in this study are: Check Point, Cisco, FireEye, Fortinet, and Palo Alto Networks. 
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CHECK POINT THREAT PREVENTION DELIVERS THE 
INDUSTRY’S HIGHEST MALWARE CATCH RATE

“Catch rate” measures how effectively Advanced Threat Prevention (ATP) solutions detect and stop known and unknown malware 
attacks. Of the several measures of security effectiveness, malware catch rate is foremost because if a solution fails to catch  
malware in the first place, other security criteria are of little consequence. Considering the large volume of new and known malware 
now in the wild means that finding and blocking the most malware in the data stream is critical for minimizing damage. The lower 
a vendor’s malware catch rate is, the more malware you can expect to find in your network resulting in greater costs from damage 
inflicted by attacks and time spent remediating malware. 

Independent testing firm Miercom1 evaluated sandbox-enabled threat prevention solutions from several vendors. Test results 
showed Check Point’s SandBlast™ solution for zero-day threat prevention provided the best catch rate of all solutions tested. 

The chart below summarizes results of Miercom’s independent test of ATP solutions’ catch rate. In Miercom’s test, FireEye’s threat 
detection technology failed to recognize more than half of the malware subjected to it, while Vendor A's ATP only caught slightly more 
than half. Cisco and Fortinet didn’t recognize more than a quarter of the malware presented to them. 

Figure 1- Miercom test results for APT malware catch rates

Considering the time and cost of remediating malware on a network and the high impact of successful attacks, you’ll find it helpful  
to arm yourself with Miercom’s industry-recognized test results that show Check Point caught 99 percent of malware. 

99% 47% 55%

Check Point FireEyeV endor A Cisco Fortinet

70% 73%

1  http://miercom.com/pdf/reports/20141118.pdf

COMPARING SOLUTIONS FOR ADVANCED 
THREAT PREVENTION: THE FACTS

FACT 1
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We also present the 2016 NSS Labs Breach Detection System Report2 
independent test of Check Point's SandBlast solution. NSS Labs rated 
SandBlast with: 

• 100 percent protection against unknown threats found in 
email, social exploits and drive-by exploits

• 99.4 percent breach detection rate  
• 100 percent protection against evasive malware
• 100 percent in stability and reliability tests under normal load  

and while detecting malicious traffic

After malware catch rate, there are several other factors to consider for 
determining how secure a solution will keep your critical IT assets.

PERFORMANCE-BASED SECURITY WINS AND FAILS
It is important to know whether a cybersecurity vendor is “robbing Peter 
to pay Paul,” by which we mean degrading security to maintain network 
service levels. Here are some security and performance facts to consider.

SOME VENDORS EXPOSE CUSTOMERS TO MALWARE  
FOR 5 MINUTES. NOT CHECK POINT.

Quickly delivering content to users is critical for maintaining service levels. Check Point developed innovative OS and CPU level threat 
prevention and Threat Extraction specifically to provide instant threat prevention against unknown threats without adding undue 
latency to service delivery. When seeking to understand why Check Point SandBlast Threat Emulation outperformed competitors 
in 3rd party security tests, our researchers discovered instances where competing ATP solutions permitted unexamined traffic, 
including malware, to enter a network to avoid adding unacceptable latency. The 2 cases our researchers have identified so far are 
from Palo Alto Networks and Fortinet. 

These vendors’ ATP solutions let all files enter customers’ networks as their sandboxes begin threat emulation. The 5 minutes or 
longer it takes Palo Alto Networks and Fortinet sandboxes to emulate threats and to create malware signatures is sufficient time for 
malware to propagate within networks, installing bots, ransomware, spyware and other threats. 

Figure 2 – Palo Alto Networks’ admin guide shows their sandbox’s 5 minute security gap 3

DID YOU KNOW?  
CHECK POINT'S SANDBLAST 
DELIVERED 100% PROTECTION 
AGAINST UNKNOWN THREATS 
FOUND IN EMAIL, SOCIAL  
EXPLOITS, AND DRIVE-BY 
EXPLOITS WHILE DETECTING 
100% OF EVASIVE ATTACKS

2 https://www.checkpoint.com/downloads/resources/bds_test_report_check_point_ngtp_sandblast.pdf
3 https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/71/wildfire/wf_admin

FACT 2

https://www.checkpoint.com/downloads/resources/bds_test_report_check_point_ngtp_sandblast.pdf
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/71/wildfire/wf_admin
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It would be unusual for most network professionals to take a deep dive into a vendor’s administrative guide before a purchase 
and even less likely to understand the security implications of a 5-minute or longer time lapse as shown in Palo Alto Network’s 
Wildfire admin guide in Figure 2 above. To maintain service levels without degrading security, the best practice is to use Check Point 
SandBlastThreat Emulation that scans all traffic for unknown threats before letting it into the network and Threat Extraction that 
quickly delivers safe content to users.

SOME VENDORS EXPOSE CUSTOMERS WITH A  
FILE-SIZE SECURITY GAP. NOT CHECK POINT.

Another way some vendors maintain network performance at the cost of security is by placing severe size limits on the files their ATP 
solutions will inspect. Malware can be hidden in any file so all files must be inspected for threats regardless of size. However, the 
time it takes for some ATP solutions to inspect large files adds unacceptable latency. Check Point security researchers have reported 
finding 52% of files infected with unknown malware are PDFs.4  Despite this threat, Palo Alto Networks’ WildFire emulation cloud will 
only scan PDF files of 1Mb or less as shown in the graphic below. This means larger PDF files are entering their customers’ networks 
without being inspected for unknown malware. 

Figure 3 – Palo Alto Networks’ default setting for inspecting PDFs is 200 KB 5

To avoid this potential security gap, Check Point engineered SandBlast Threat Emulation to inspect PDF files of up to 100 Mb in size. 
When you consider presentations saved as PDFs, annual reports, and many other types of PDF documents that are routinely 5 Mb,  
10 Mb and larger, you will appreciate the Check Point delta of 100X over vendors such as Palo Alto Networks whose security stops at  
1 Mb PDFs.

FACT 3

PALO ALTO NETWORKS’ WILDFIRE EMULATION CLOUD 
ONLY SCANS PDF FILES OF 1MB OR LESS. CHECK POINT 
THREAT EMULATION SCANS PDF FILES UP TO 100MB,  
100X LARGER

100X

4 Check Point Security Report 2015
5 Palo Alto Networks WebUI
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CHECK POINT NEXT-GENERATION FIREWALLS— 
RECOMMENDED RATINGS

NSS Labs uses security effectiveness, affordability, and performance as their criteria when they evaluate NGFWs. A caution rating 
from NSS Labs indicates a solution demonstrated unacceptable security effectiveness and/or value. A neutral rating indicates  
a product’s security effectiveness and value is suitable only for specialty environments. A recommended rating from NSS Labs  
indicates a product demonstrates high security effectiveness and value making it suitable for all environments. For over three-years, 
Check Point has received the highest number of recommended ratings from NSS Labs with no neutral or caution ratings. 

When you choose a strategic partner for cybersecurity, it is important that the partner demonstrates consistency and stability  
in security effectiveness and value over an extended time period. Check Point is rated as the top choice for consistent security  
effectiveness and value. NSS Labs NGFW evaluation for 20166 rated Check Point NGFWs as:

• 99.8% Security Score against NSS Exploit Library
• 100% Resistance to Evasion Techniques
• 100% Stability and Reliability
• 100% Protection in Key Application Areas
• Fifth consecutive "Recommended" Rating for NGFW

CHECK POINT NEXT-GENERATION FIREWALLS HAVE THE 
HIGHEST APPLICATION VISIBILITY

Cloud-hosted applications are increasing the footprint of “shadow IT” programs run from outside of IT departments. While many 
cloud applications are legitimate, others raise the risk of user misbehavior and data loss from inside the organization while also 
increasing risk of attacks from outside the organization. For example, applications such as anonymizers and various file sharing  
services increase risk levels of data leakage and malware infections as well as legal issues stemming from users downloading  
copyrighted materials without permission. To avoid many kinds of problems, it is essential for next-generation firewalls to have 
broad visibility and control of applications.

The table in Figure 4 below shows the results of our research into application recognition by 4 brands of next generation firewalls. 
The table shows Check Point clearly leads in every category of application detection and threat prevention. 

Check Point One Step Ahead in Detection & Prevention of Threat Focused Apps 

Potentially Risky Apps Check 
Point

Palo Alto 
Networks

Fortinet Cisco

# of Anonymizers proxy/tunnel apps (e.g. TOR, UltraSurf, HideMyAss...) 167 78 107 32

# of P2P apps (e.g. Bitorrent, WinMX...) 341 129 85 51

# of File sharing apps (e.g. Dropbox, Google Drive, Mega...) 885 270 291 246

# of Remote Admin apps (e.g. TeamViewer, LogMein...) 136 93 91 93

Total number of apps 7,000 2,177 2,661 4,120

Average released apps per month (Jan 2015-March 2016) 37 14 10 15

Figure 4 – Measures next-generation firewalls' application recognition 7

FACT 4

6 Source: https://www.checkpoint.com/resources/nss-ngfw-test/
7 Source: Check Point AppWiki, Palo Alto Networks Applipedia, Fortinet FortiGuard, Cisco FirePower as of April 2016

FACT 5
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COMPARING SECURITY MANAGEMENT  
COST EFFECTIVENESS
If your organization has deployed layered security, your team will  
most likely manage and configure each security zone using a differ-
ent management console. Switching back and forth among consoles 
to monitor and configure settings for each section of a network makes 
errors more likely and can be very time consuming. In addition, if a secu-
rity solution uses multiple appliances, and does not support simple tasks 
like multi-protocol scanning on a single appliance, managing security 
will take even more IT staff hours. FireEye, for example, requires sepa-
rate appliances for email and web protection making management more 
complex. 

Looking at firewalls, Check Point NGFW’s streamlined management 
frees up IT staff time needed for security management. Management 
efficiency lowers TCO and also promotes better security. To avoid human 
error, Check Point’s intuitive management and superior operating 
simplicity as described below minimizes the chance of misconfiguring 
firewalls and other security functions.

KEEPING IT SECURITY SIMPLE, MANAGEABLE,  
AND EFFECTIVE (KISSME) 

To provide a broader comparison of management efficiency and cost effectiveness, we asked our researchers to test the efficiency of 
our R80 management solution against competitors on several factors. Check Point researchers collected metrics in 5 areas related 
to usability and scalability as shown in the table in Figure 5.

Management Factor

Consoles needed

Configuration time

Configuration mouse clicks

Visibility - log locations

Scalability: multi-tenancy,
object separation, global 
policy across domains,
concurrent administration

Check Point
R80

1

1:45 minutes

45

1 location

Yes

Palo Alto Networks
PAN-OS7.1

3

4:03 minutes

71

2 location

No

Fortinet
Forti-OS 5.4

3

5:03 minutes

148

5 location

Yes

Cisco NGFW
6.0.1

4

8:05 minutes

141

5 location

No

Figure 5 – Summary table of KISSME research on security management efficiency 8

CHECK POINT PROVIDES  
THE HIGHEST MANAGEMENT CONSOLIDATION

The more security-management applications that are in use, the more complex the management environment will be for  
administrators. The first row of the table in Figure 5 shows Check Point uses 1 security management application. In contrast,  
Palo Alto Networks requires 3 applications which are Panorama, Traps, and GlobalProtect. Likewise, Fortinet required 3  
management applications: FortiManager, FortiAnalyzer, and VMX Service Manager for VMWare NSX environments. Cisco uses  
4 platforms: Cisco ASDM/CSM, FireSIGHT, Secure Content Manager, and Cloud Web Security. Consolidating security management  
in one console for fewer errors as well as less labor and cost is an uncontestable Check Point advantage. 

8 Check Point Report: Keep Security Simple, Manageable and Effective April 2016. https://www.checkpoint.com/resources/keep-security-simple-manageable-effective/

DID YOU KNOW? 
SWITCHING BACK AND 
FORTH AMONG CONSOLES 
TO MONITOR AND  
CONFIGURE SETTINGS 
FOR EACH SECTION OF 
A NETWORK MAKES 
ERRORS MORE LIKELY 
AND CAN BE VERY  
TIME CONSUMING.

FACT 6
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CHECK POINT MANAGEMENT HAS THE MOST  
EFFICIENT TIME & MOTION FACTORS

A second efficiency factor we investigated is how many actions and how 
much time does it take an administrator to complete a set of standard 
tasks on each vendor’s platform. The tasks our researchers chose were: 
(1) Create a NGFW rule with users, applications, data type, and rule  
expiry; (2) Create a sub-policy allowing administrator access only to  
this policy segment; (3) Verify the new rule is valid across the network  
and compliant with security regulations; (4) Monitor rule usage and  
track changes. Referring to the 2nd row in Figure 5, it took our researchers 
1 minute and 45 seconds to perform this task using Check Point’s  
management platform.9 Using Palo Alto Networks PAN OS 7.1, it took our 
researchers 3 times longer to perform the same standard task. These 
same tasks required 4 times as much time using Fortinet’s Forti-OS 5.4 
and 5 times as long using Cisco Firepower Threat Defense NGFW 6.0.1. 
The larger the installation, the more time and money you will save using 
Check Point’s efficient management system. 

CHECK POINT MANAGEMENT PROVIDES  
THE HIGHEST SCALABILITY FOR GROWTH

The third factor our researchers tested, as summarized in row 3 of the 
table in Figure 5, was how easily each vendor’s management platform 
scales to support business growth. We defined scalability as the ability  
to: (1) segment and separate administrative duties based on location,  
business unit, and security functions, (2) load share management 
resources and tasks with the option for growth and scaling out, and (3) 
collaborate administrative duties without collisions. Here is what our 
researchers found.

Palo Alto Networks was unable to scale up to more than a single policy. 
Their management system does not offer separation of duties and 
multi-tenancy or separation of object database and logs. Palo Alto 
Networks requires a new Panorama management instance to provide 
full separation of administrators and policy management. Administrative 
collaboration for simultaneous policy editing requires overriding  
other administrator changes or having each admin manually lock the 
database policy. 

FACT 7

DID YOU KNOW?  
THE LARGER THE  
INSTALLATION,  
THE MORE TIME AND  
MONEY YOU WILL  
SAVE USING CHECK 
POINT’S EFFICIENT  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

FACT 8

DID YOU KNOW?  
CHECK POINT’S R80 
MANAGEMENT CONSOLE 
HAS OVER 120 NEW 
FEATURES THAT MAKE 
MANAGING SECURITY 
OPERATIONS EVEN 
EASIER AND FASTER

9 https://youtu.be/uYSZdSd-tIs

https://youtu.be/uYSZdSd-tIs
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Fortinet’s solution is scalable using administrative domains with  
separation of objects database, policies, and logs—but only on the  
same FortiManager device. Administrative domains and logs cannot  
be shared between different FortiManager devices. Administrative  
collaboration is also very limited. Fortinet doesn’t allow simultaneous 
policy modification without overriding other administrators’ changes. 
Locking the policy manually by each administrator is possible, but is  
disabled by default. 

Cisco NGFW management (Firepower Management Center) offers very 
limited scalability managing only 25 gateways. It does not offer multi-
tenancy, or load sharing between management devices and functions. 
With no full separation of management duties, customers must purchase 
a new Cisco Management device for these capabilities. As with other 
vendors, simultaneous collaboration of administrators and the option to 
perform multiple tasks at the same time is not available. 

Check Point management offers the best operational efficiency for policy management. The Multi-Domain Manager offers full  
separation of duties, allowing domains to be spun up in one click. A brand new domain launches with its own object database,  
policies, logs, admin roles, and even its own SmartConsole access. Check Point management also provides horizontal scaling of 
domains across different servers in multiple locations. This facilitates load sharing and high availability. Global policies for firewall, 
IPS, and VPN allow fast deployment of policies and objects across multiple domains. In addition, only Check Point allows multiple 
administrators to modify the same security policy simultaneously, without any collision or conflicts. 

CHECK POINT PROVIDES  
THE CLEAREST VISIBILITY INTO LOGS 

Finally, we looked at how each vendor helps administrators visualize risk and monitor security events. Palo Alto Networks console 
does not offer integrated advanced forensics nor event analysis tools. Although unified logging is supported for network traffic, Palo 
Alto log view doesn’t show logs received from endpoints (Traps). Palo Alto Networks log search requires complex filter expressions.

With five different locations for logs, Fortinet requires specific queries and filters when searching for logs. The management  
console does not offer integrated advanced forensics and event analysis tools.

Cisco turned out to be the most cumbersome of the four tested requiring specialized knowledge for searches. Cisco makes  
administrators view five places to look for logs in two different consoles. The console also does not offer integrated advanced  
forensics and event analysis tools.

For accuracy and convenience, Check Point lets you monitor all logs in one location. You can use intuitive contextual search  
parameters for fast forensics. Check Point also offers a complete suite for visibility and forensics: SmartLog, a simple search  
single log view; SmartEvent, a SIEM event monitoring system describes events with actionable security terminology; and gateway 
monitoring with real-time history and intuitive statistics data. With logs integrated into the policy dashboard, you can access all  
associated logs for a rule with one click. These integrated forensics features make managing complex security environments  
fast and easy, lowering overall cost of ownership. 

SENSE OF URGENCY FIXING VULNERABILITIES 
When industry researchers alert security vendors they have discovered a vulnerability, what you’ll hear from vendors’ spokespeople is  
“We take security very seriously.” However, to know how urgently security providers actually are about fixing serious vulnerabilities,  
see how long it takes them to patch their solutions. The following table shows security vendors’ response times for releasing OS  
patches for the very serious ShellShock, Venom, Poodle TLS and Microsoft Patch Tuesday vulnerabilities that threatened millions of 
computers and websites. 

DID YOU KNOW?  
FOR ACCURACY  
AND CONVENIENCE,  
CHECK POINT LETS  
YOU MONITOR ALL  
LOGS IN ONE LOCATION

FACT 9
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Figure 6 – Vendor Response Times for Vulnerabilities 10

CHECK POINT FIXES VULNERABILITIES WITH  
THE GREATEST SENSE OF URGENCY

If you think any software is secure, you only need to subscribe to alerts 
from someone like United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team 
(US-CERT) to change your mind. US-CERT announces an endless flow of 
software vulnerabilities and security updates. Some vulnerabilities have 
threatened the integrity of cybersecurity solutions; putting security  
vendors’ customers at risk of being attacked. Therefore, when selecting  
a vendor, it is vital to know how long it takes the vendor to patch a  
vulnerability after it has been announced. Figure 6 shows the time intervals 
cybersecurity vendors have taken to patch serious vulnerabilities. Using 
these high impact vulnerabilities as a sample, the average number of days 
Palo Alto Networks took to patch the sample critical vulnerabilities was 
31.7 days. Fortinet’s average time to patch software was 11 days. Check 
Point took an average of 0.97, less than 1 day. On average, Check Point 
protected customers over 32 times faster than the slowest vendor in this 
sample, Palo Alto Networks. Recognizing that security vulnerabilities  
can have severe impacts on customer costs from attack damage and  
remediating malware as well as interruptions to business operations  
motivates Check Point to minimize windows of exposure and customer  
risk with the highest sense of urgency.
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10 http://tiny.cc/dna-cp

FACT 10

DID YOU KNOW?  
ON AVERAGE, CHECK POINT 
RESPONDED TO CRITICAL 
VULNERABILITIES 
SHELLSHOCK, POODLE, 
AND VENOM IN LESS  
THAN 1 DAY

http://tiny.cc/dna-cp


 CONCLUSION

Ultimately, cutting through the hype about cybersecurity comes down to the facts:

• Fact: Check Point SandBlast demonstrated the highest malware catch rate in an independent 

test by Miercom.

• Fact: Check Point SandBlast eliminates the gaps that diminish security provided by other  

vendors: file emulation time and file-size inspection limits.

• Fact: Check Point next-generation firewalls recognize significantly more applications than other 

brands of next-generation firewalls to deliver superior security and bandwidth conservation.

• Fact: Check Point next-generation firewalls block more exploits than other brands of firewalls.

• Fact: Check Point R80 management platform consolidates security management and delivers 

superior time and motion efficiency to minimize configuration errors and reduce TCO.

• Fact: Check Point leads the industry in fast remediation of vulnerabilities to keep customers safer.

Test results are a valuable guide, but real-world validation is the ultimate measure of trust  

and performance. We believe our customers' purchase decisions are the real test. According  

to IDC11, Check Point is the market-share leader in worldwide combined Firewall and UTM  

appliance revenue from 2013 through 2016. The best security is about leadership and staying 

ahead of threats—and the hype—today and tomorrow. 

Visit checkpoint.com for more information.

To learn what kinds of malware are running in your network, schedule your free security check up today.

11 IDC Worldwide Quarterly Security Appliance Tracker 1Q2016, June 8, 2016

http://www.checkpoint.com/
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